Agent Alpha - The Complete Series Box Set

GET THE COMPLETE TRILOGY AT
ITS LOWEST EVER PRICE! This is the
Complete Agent Alpha Trilogy and
includes: Seduced By Agent Alpha
Claimed By Agent Alpha Submitting To
Agent Alpha Not many women make it to
Special Agent status in the FBI but
Melinda Warren is no ordinary woman.
Not many things can phase her or make her
lose concentration on the job at hand. That
is, until she is assigned a job hunting down
a fugitive with Special Agent Adam
Wright. Tall, dark and impossibly
handsome, this will be a hard test of
Melindas professionalism.
Melinda
quickly learns that Adam likes to take
charge of the situation and is a typical
Alpha male. Something she finds very
attractive. Little does she know, Special
Agent Adam Wright is ALPHA in more
ways then one... Warning: This box set
collection is an interracial bwwm romance
with a paranormal twist to it. Please only
read if you are interested in themes such as
shifters and werewolves. There are scenes
of an Adult nature also. Agent Alpha
Author Rosa Foxxe Q&A Session Q
Congratulations on the huge success of
Agent Alpha. Just what can new readers
expect this series to be about? A Thanks. I
have been amazed at how well it has done.
Without giving the whole plot away, we
are following the sexy adventures of FBI
Agent Melinda Warren and her partner.
Only twist is that her partner is actually a
werewolf and ex-alpha of his pack. They
are brought together in pursuit of
dangerous fugitive and there is a hell of a
lot of fun, excitement, adventure and
romance in between! Q- So what inspired
you to write a story with a werewolf FBI
agent? A- I have to admit I originally just
wanted to write a story involving a female
FBI agent who gets involved with her sexy
partner. Then I tried to think of ways to
make it more original and this was the twist
I came up with. I love watching cop shows
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where there is strong chemistry between
the male and female partners even though
we never get to see the sex. So I wanted to
do something similar.
Q- Who do you
feel the Agent Alpha series will appeal to
most? A I really think this can be a cross
over from fans of different genres. The
paranormal romance fans will love the
shifter aspect of it. The interracial fans will
love the black woman white man aspect
and the mystery suspense and thriller fans
get treated also. Oh and lets not forget that
those who love Erotica also get catered for
in the books. So there is something for
everyone.
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